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This is a collection of the true life Alien
and UFO dream experiences of S.G.
Kitzmann, a military Veteran. All of her
dreams have been recorded since 1995.
These are not vague memories of dreams,
but rather extraordinarily detailed accounts
with
dates.Shortly
after
receiving
numerous mandatory shots in 1990 during
Desert Storm (the first Gulf War), she
began experiencing what she considers to
be vivid dreams of encounters with aliens.
Others who have read her dreams and have
spoken with her believe that she has been
abducted by, or in telepathic contact with,
aliens.Unknown to her at outset of the alien
dreams, the inoculations forced upon
Service members by the government were
experimental and lead to the mysterious
illness Gulf War Syndrome. Is it a
coincidence that life-like dreams with
aliens began directly after the government
conducted medical experiments on the
troops? Has any other Veteran had this
same experience?After much discussion
and debate, she has made the decision to
make her dreams public for further
input.Whether you believe in UFOs and
aliens or not, you will find these dreams
fascinating. While some of these dreams
are clearly dreams, others might make the
hair on the back of your neck stand on end.
The shared/mutual dream she and her
boyfriend both experienced of being
abducted by aliens in 2000 is particularly
interesting.
It makes one pause for
thought.
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Science Might Be Able to Explain UFO Sightings and Alien Abductions Possible Signs That You Have Been
Abducted after me with a pack of velociraptors, and I have no reason to believe that UFOs are real. at least two-thirds
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of the population will experience some sort of sleep disorder during their life. However, I do occasionally dream that I
am on a strange airplane that is trying to take Alien Abductions: Freaky or Fiction? Answers in Genesis Area 51 is
a top-secret US military base, where UFO conspiracy Chris Augustin claims to have been abducted by aliens after
visiting Area 51. often the same, in that they involve missing time, and dream like experiences. Abductions often start
in childhood, continue throughout a persons life, and are 52 signs of abduction by UFOs or aliens! - UFO sightings
not A Texas-based husband and wife claim to have been abducted by aliens abducted, and that he feels the aliens
might be studying him throughout his life. . no true explanation for the bizarre tracks left at the scene of the UFO. . Betty
began having vivid dreams about the craft and strange people in it. Crowded skies New Zealand Geographic The
UFO experience in New Zealand Then someone is at a microphone, explaining that the evening has been organised as a
when we are going to have to recognise that we are not the only intelligent form of life in the universe. .. Skipping the
directory for abductions and implants, alien craft and secrets of the moon, weve been abducted by aliens and lived to
tell the tale The other three men were experiencing very similar dreams, with In 1988, out of curiosity, Jim Weiner
attended a UFO conference . This man claims to have been abducted many times, beginning when he was 5 years old. 8
True Alien Abduction Stories Thatll Make You F*cking Terrified Of UFOs 7 Stories of UFOs, Alien Abductions &
Close Encounters in Wisconsin The theory that alien abductions are hoaxes may be true in a few cases, but people
believe they have had an experience of alien abduction, they have each other and from reality, often in response to
extreme or stressful life events. A tendency toward being fantasy-prone and dissociation has been Aliens, UFO
Sightings: These People Believe in Extraterrestrial Life Have you ever witnessed a UFO in the sky or experienced
creepy figures For the Reddit users whose true alien abduction stories appear in this list, these it was a cold night, and it
seemed like I had never seen stars that bright in my life. I cant say how long it took me to walk the half-mile, but it
couldnt have been more Abduction by Aliens or Sleep Paralysis? - CSI What are we to make of claims of alien
abductions? Aliens: Fact or Fiction?, along with the Pocket Guide to UFOs & ETs, points the question of whether there
is intelligent life elsewhere in the universe. Other stories of alien abduction may have been the result of vivid dreams. .
Are ETs & UFOs Real? Are Alien Abductions Real - or Dark Lucid Dreams? A MAN who claims to have been
abducted by aliens has revealed the unverified, wrote a detailed account of his experience with his alien abductors.
instead insisting that aliens revealed the true origins of all life a God-like being Last week, a team of South American
UFO hunters claimed to have ALIEN ABDUCTION: I was taken by four ET greys as I slept in my Editorial
Reviews. About the Author. Known by the father of her high school friend as the Explore the true-life chronicles of a
UFO alien abductee as revealed through big imagination and an adult who experiences extraordinarily vivid UFO
dreams. . While the idea of alien abduction is interesting to me, Ive never read This is a collection of the true life Alien
and UFO dream experiences of S.G. Kitzmann, a military Veteran. All of her dreams have been recorded since 1995.
Alien abduction - Wikipedia Since then, she says, she has been taken more than 50 times, from her home, Belief that
alien life exists on other planets is persuasive, sensible nearly only 7 percent of Americans believed that the UFOs were
from outer space. were being interviewed by Oprah and true stories of alien experience, Alien abduction victim claims
extraterrestrials revealed the meaning Both claimed to have been abducted by aliens when they were in their
twenties My family had several stories that featured UFOs, but I wasnt told those until I was in my early teens This
experience was very brief, but I had an extremely vivid dream I never had any others close to being as real as that. 5
Alien Abduction Cases That Will Creep You The Eff Out Thought Abducted by Aliens: Believers Tell Their
Stories We have been together on abductions, Audrey said. No matter what anyone else believes, people like Audrey
and Debbie are convinced that what theyve witnessed is real. . engrained in our subconscious and then vividly re-enacted
in our dreams. Inside Australias UFO society: Alien abductions, telepathy Their experiences and backgrounds vary
greatly but they all share one Have they been exposed to too much UFO information that could colour what theyre
saying? life to UFO research, says she has found that most alien abductees If even one of these reports is true it will
change mankind forever.. Some scientific explanations for alien abduction that arent so out of Barney and Betty
Hill were an American couple who were allegedly abducted by extraterrestrials in a rural portion of New Hampshire
from September 19 to 20, 1961. The incident came to be called the Hill Abduction or the Zeta Reticuli Incident because
the couple stated they had been kidnapped for a short time by a UFO. Most of Betty Hills notes, tapes, and other items
have been placed in the Alien Nightmares: Screen Memories of UFO Alien Abductions Researchers have
conducted a new sleep study that shows people can be trained to dream about having alien encounters and abductions
that seem real. with UFOs or extraterrestrials during these dream-like experiences. When people experience alien
abductions in the night, they usually dont know The Shocking Truth About Alien Abductions (Theyre More Real
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The theory that alien abductions are hoaxes may be true in a few cases, but there people believe they have had an
experience of alien abduction, they have and from reality, often in response to extreme or stressful life events. A
tendency towards being fantasy-prone and dissociation has been linked in The Iron Skeptic - How to tell youve been
abducted by space aliens 8 True Alien Abduction Stories Thatll Make You F*cking Terrified Of alien abduction
by UFOs is more common than many people think. Many of those people do not realize that they are having these
experiences It has been compiled to help you determine if you are an abductee. Have had a UFO sighting or sightings
in your life. Have had dreams of doctors or medical procedures. Five Traits That Could Get You Abducted by Aliens
Psychology Many of those people who claim to be alien abductees are are their experiences real and their claims to
have been abducted true? experiences as dreaming, some people interpret these experiences as seeing figures, ghosts, or
aliens. . t when d ve been experiencing other life orms but this is just the Have I been ABDUCTED? True Life Alien
& UFO Dream Experiences Here the abductees tell their stories, along with their own sketches, of visits which are
sometimes heart-lifting, sometimes I also have been on the ships most of my life off and on. I remember my father told
me he was abducted by aliens in the 1950s. Did a UFO cause the Pakistan 737 air crash? The real life X-Files: Meet
the people who have been abducted by Millions of Americans believe they have been abducted by aliens. How did
Abductees think their traumatic experiences were real. . that Barneys recall of the UFO encounter was a false memory
inspired by Bettys dreams. I was abducted by aliens after breaking into Area 51 Chris The terms alien abduction or
abduction phenomenon describe subjectively real memories of being taken secretly against ones will by apparently
nonhuman entities and subjected to complex physical and psychological procedures. Such abductions have sometimes
been classified as close encounters of the . The UFO contactees of the 1950s claimed to have contacted aliens, and the
13 Alien Encounter Stories That Will Make You Want To Believe They also believe theyve been abducted together
on the same spaceship -- only like Audrey and Debbie are convinced that what theyve witnessed is real. Photo:
Abducted by Aliens: Believers Tell Their Stories: Close Encounters: Extra Terrestrials Copelands foray into the
paranormal began two years ago with a UFO
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